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Abstract—Virtual channels (VC) and multiple physical (MP) networks are two alternative methods to provide better performance, support quality-of-service, and avoid protocol deadlocks in packet-switched network-on-chip design. Since contention can be dynamically resolved, VCs give lower zero-load packet latency than MPs; however, MPs can be built with simpler routers and narrower channels, which improves the target clock frequency, power dissipation, and area occupation. In this paper, we present a comprehensive comparative analysis of these two design approaches, including an analytical model, synthesis-based designs with both FPGAs and standard-cell libraries, and system-level simulations. The result of our analysis shows that one solution does not outperform the other in all the tested scenarios. Instead, each approach has its own specific strengths and weaknesses. Hence, we identify the scenarios where each method is best suited to achieve high performance, very low power dissipation, and increased design flexibility.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing number of heterogeneous cores for general-purpose chip multiprocessors (CMP) [1] and systems-on-chip (SoCs) [2], [3] leads to a complex variety of on-chip communication scenarios where multiple applications running simultaneously, trigger the exchange of various messages across processors, accelerators, cache memories, and memory controllers. Consequently, the next generation of networks-on-chip (NoC) must not only provide high-performance and energy-efficient data delivery but also cooperate with the network interfaces of the embedded cores to meet special requirements such as message-class isolation and real-time data delivery. In order to design NoCs that provide both correct (e.g., deadlock-free) communications and high-performance data delivery, the literature offers two main approaches: virtual channel (VC) flow control [4], and multiple physical networks or multilanes (MPs) [5]–[8].

Combined with virtual circuit switching or any packet switching technique such as wormhole and virtual cut-through [9], a router that supports VC flow control has multiple buffers per input port and a logical channel assigned to each buffer. Flits from the upstream router are delivered with a logical channel identifier. Based on the identifier value, the downstream router can separately store the flits that use the same physical channel but come from different packets. VC flow control was initially designed to avoid routing deadlock up to the number of provided logical channels. But it can also be used to improve the maximum sustained throughput, to manage quality-of-service (QoS) [10], and to avoid protocol deadlock caused by message-dependency chains [11]. However, the more virtual channels in VC flow control, the more complex the router logic. This typically increases the delay of critical path, dissipates more power, and occupies more area.

Instead of having a single network with the complex allocation logic necessary to support VC flow control on large channels, it is possible to use simpler flow control mechanisms and partition the channel widths across multiple independent and parallel networks. This leads to MP NoCs, which can be designed to have smaller power dissipation and area occupation by leveraging the fact that they consist of many simpler networks operating independently.

Fig. 1(a) and (b) illustrate the main differences between a VC NoC and an equivalent MP NoC, particularly with respect to handling possible congestion when multiple packets simultaneously traverse the network. This example assumes that the two NoCs have the same aggregate channel width, that is, the sum of the widths of the two MP channels equals the VC’s one. The three orange rectangles (the left-most and the two tops) illustrate network interfaces (NI) as traffic sources, and the two light-blue rectangles (the bottom and right-most ones) show the NIs as traffic sinks. The two and four rounded squares in the middle (purple) represent routers using VCs [Fig. 1(a)] and MPs [Fig. 1(b)], respectively. When a packet remains blocked because of back-pressure, VC routers can exploit their additional buffers to improve the channel utilization. For instance, in Fig. 1(a) if the packet of message \( \alpha \) is locked by contention on channel \( C_\alpha \), while also occupying channel \( C_\beta \), then the packets of message \( \beta \) can still advance by exploiting the second VC supported by the router. In the equivalent MP NoC of Fig. 1(b), instead, the channels are partitioned into two subnetworks (e.g., \( C_\alpha \) into \( C_{\alpha 1} \) and \( C_\alpha 2 \)). Although the width of each channel is reduced by half, the number of bits transmitted per clock cycle remains the same. Differently from the VC case, here the packets of messages
Section III, we present our comparison methodology along our contributions with respect to the existing literature. In discussion of the related work and highlight the novelty of at DAC’10 [12]. In Section II, we offer a more complete our preliminary results described in a short paper presented in parallel by two different sets of routers. Thanks to the narrower flit-width, which impacts each router crossbar size in a quadratic way, the total area occupied by MP routers is smaller than the total area of the equivalent set of VC routers. Moreover, routers with VC flow control integrate additional logic modules to maintain and arbitrate the VC status and scheduling of the input and output ports. This additional logic increases the complexity of their design and, in turn, limits the frequency at which they can operate. Indeed, typically the logic implementing the packet-header processing is on the router’s critical path and it determines the clock frequency of the overall NoC. Instead, an MP NoC exploits the parallel processing of the packet headers and the limited complexity of the routers logic to improve the overall performance by enabling operations at higher clock frequencies. Each plane of an MP NoC, however, has a reduced flit-width that increases the serialization latency because of the larger number of frames composing a packet.

Contributions. In this paper, we present a comprehensive comparative analysis of VC and MP NoCs and illustrate their strength and weaknesses for different application scenarios. We consider power dissipation, area occupation, and performance evaluation across multiple technology libraries, traffic patterns, and applications. In doing so, we extend and complete our preliminary results described in a short paper presented at DAC’10 [12]. In Section II, we offer a more complete discussion of the related work and highlight the novelty of our contributions with respect to the existing literature. In Section III, we present our comparison methodology along with the details of both VC and MP router architectures. In Section IV, we compare the two NoC design methods by using an analytical model that allows us to estimate the area occupancy and the minimum communication latency of the packets traversing the two networks. In Section V, we extend our previous results by completing RTL logic syntheses and technology mapping with three different standard-cell libraries (for 90 nm, 65 nm, and 45 nm processes) and one FPGA platform to compare critical path delay, area occupation, and power consumption of VCs and MPs. Differently from our previous work [12], we analyze multiple RTL designs across a range of possible target clock periods. Additionally, the power analysis is based on netlist list that can achieve a much more accurate power estimation. In Section VI, we enrich the analysis of the network performance with open-loop simulations considering multiple synthetic traffic patterns and network topologies such as 8 × 8 Mesh and 16-node Spidergon, in addition to the analysis of the 4 × 4 Mesh which we had previously presented. Finally, in Section VII, we discuss extensively two case studies: a 16-core CMP and a 64-core CMP running the SPLASH-2 [13] and PARSEC [14] benchmark suites on top of the Linux operating system. These case studies confirm how to consider the options offered by VC and MP for NoC design provides a richer design space in terms of area-power-performance trade-offs and increased design flexibility.

II. RELATED WORK

Virtual channels and multiplanes have been extensively used to design and optimize system-area networks and NoCs. The Alpha 21364 processor uses VCs with virtual cut-through flow control to avoid both message-dependent and routing deadlocks in system-area networks [15]. Examples of MP NoCs include the RAW processor that contains two static- and two dynamic-routing NoCs [16], and the Tiler Tile64 processor that has five parallel mesh networks for NoCs [8]. The reason for implementing physically-separated networks and using different routing schemes is to accommodate different types of traffic in general-purpose systems.

The Alpha 21364 NoC uses virtual channels to support best-effort service with wormhole flow control and guaranteed service with circuit-switching [10]. Some automated NoC design frameworks such as xpipesCompiler [17] include VC flow control to support quality of service or better performance. Nicolopoulos et al. [18] and Lai et al. [19] propose dynamic virtual channel architectures to improve network performance by adjusting the number of virtual channels in the routers based on the degree of congestion. Both papers show that while reducing the number of VCs improves buffer utilization, for a given buffer storage to increase the total number of VCs is an efficient performance optimization to handle heavy congestion.

The use of various routing scenarios affect power and performance of VCs and MPs. Shim et al. [20] explore the performance trade-offs of static and dynamic VC allocation for various oblivious routing methods, including DOR, ROMM, Valiant and a novel bandwidth-sensitive oblivious routing scheme (BSORM). Balfour and Dally present a comprehensive comparative analysis of NoC topologies and architectures where they discuss the idea of duplicating certain NoC topologies, such as Mesh and CMesh, to improve the system performance [21]. Catara et al. [5] propose a router architecture to replicate
the physical networks by taking advantage of the abundance of wires between routers and compare this solution to the VC approach. Our work differs from these analyses because, instead of duplicating the NoC, we actually partition it into a number of subnetworks while keeping the overall amount of wire and buffering resources constant.

Grot et al. [6] propose the multidrop express channels (MECS) topology and discuss an implementation based on two parallel and partitioned networks (MECS-X2). Their work, however, focuses on this specific implementation and does not consider multipline as an alternative design point to VCs. Kumar et al. [7] show how the poor channel utilization introduced by concentration can be mitigated by channel slicing in NoC but do not include a comparison with corresponding VC implementations.

Similar to the multipline NoC, Teimouri et al. [22] divide the n-bit wide network resources in a router, such as links, buffers, and a crossbar, into two parallel n/2-bit sub-networks to support reconfigurable shortcut paths. Gomez et al. [23] divide the wires into several parallel links connecting to the same two routers to improve the network throughput while improving area occupation and power dissipation. Velos et al. [24] present cache-coherence network-on-chip (CCNoC), a specialized architecture that combines asymmetric multipline and virtual channels to provide efficient support for cache coherence communication. Differently from these works, we do not focus on the analysis of optimized architectures. In order to provide a fair comparison between MPs and VCs, in our analysis the subnetworks (planes) in MPs do not use virtual channels, and they are completely isolated from each other.

Noh et al. [25] propose a multipline-based design for a VC-enabled router where the internal crossbar switch is replaced with a number of parallel crossbars (planes) that increase the flit transfer rate between input and output ports. The resulting router has a simpler design that performs better than a single-plane router with a larger number of VCs. However, Noh et al. maintain the flit-width constant as they scale the number of additional lanes, which is different from our analyses.

Gilbert et al. [26] propose a new VC implementation, called multiswitch, and compare it to a multipline-based NoC and a traditional VC implementation called multistage VCs. They argue that the multiswitch approach provides better performance than an equivalent multitone only with small area overhead. Their experiments show the power analysis based on two switching activity profiles: 50% and idle. Instead, we include a detailed power analysis with simulation-based switching activity across multiple target clock periods and three different technology generations. We also present a scenario where MPs achieve a better performance than VCs (Section VI). Finally, we present the experimental results of full-system closed-loop simulations for two case studies with heterogeneous partitioning to demonstrate why multiple physical networks can be an efficient solution in terms of area-power-performance trade-offs to build a system (Section VII).

III. COMPARISON METHODOLOGY

While both VC and MP approaches can be combined with any type of buffered flow control, in our paper we focus on wormhole flow control, a very common protocol for NoC implementations. Table I summarizes the key parameters used in our comparison. For a fair comparison between MP and VC NoCs, we keep the aggregated channel width $B$ (aka. flit width) constant, thereby providing the same bisection bandwidth. For example, the VC router with two virtual channels in Fig. 2(b) has channel width $B = 4$, while the corresponding two routers in the two separate planes in Fig. 2(c) have total aggregated channel width $B_{\text{tot}} = 2 + 2 = 4$.

Besides keeping $B$ constant, we also maintain the aggregated input storage $S$ constant for the comparison. For example, starting from a reference wormhole flow-control router with channel width $B$ and input-buffer depth $Q$ in Fig. 2(a), the corresponding VC router with two virtual channels $\nu = 2$ has buffer depth $Q/2$ and channel width $B$ in Fig. 2(b). Instead, the corresponding set of $p = 2$ parallel MP routers for MP NoCs have buffer depth $Q$ and channel width $B/2$ in Fig. 2(c). This comparison approach, which maintains both $B$ and the total storage $S$ constant, is called competitive sizing.

Competitive sizing is the fair way to compare MPs and VCs as alternative solutions that use the same amount of resources to build a NoC. We found, however, some interesting design points where given a small amount of storage resources a NoC can be designed based on MPs, but not on VCs. Specifically, since the buffer depth of the VC router with $\nu = n$ is $Q/n$, there are some configurations where MP NoCs are still feasible while VC NoCs are not due to the insufficient buffer depth. Thus, we also consider a configuration where MP and VC NoCs are configured with the minimum possible storage. This configuration is important for very low-power SoCs and highlights the capabilities of the two alternatives. We call this analysis minimum sizing comparison.

### Competitive Sizing

For competitive sizing, we first define a reference NoC architecture based on a wormhole router with the input storage at each port is $S = B \times Q$ bits. This can be seen either as a VC router with one virtual channel ($\nu = 1$) or an MP router for a single-plane NoC ($p = 1$). Then, we vary the number $\nu$ of virtual channels [Fig. 2(b)] and number of planes $p$ [Fig. 2(c)] by partitioning the available storage $S$ according the following rules: 1) the buffer size of the $i$th virtual channel in a VC router is $Q_i = Q/\nu$ and 2) the aggregated channel width of an MP router is $\sum_{i=1}^{p} B_i = B$.

Notice that these rules force $S$ and $B$ to remain constant across all possible MP and VC NoC configurations. Additionally, to set $B_i = B/p$ makes the channels of the WH router be homogeneously partitioned in an MP NoC. With these rules,
each input port of the VC router contains buffers, each of which has buffer depth \( Q/v \). Thus, the total amount of storage used to implement a VC NoC is

\[
S = B \times v \times Q/v = B \times Q.
\]

For homogeneously-partitioned MP NoCs, each MP router has channel width \( B/p \) and one buffer per input port with buffer depth \( Q \). Thus, the total amount of storage used to implement MP NoCs is

\[
S = B/p \times p \times Q = B \times Q.
\]

Since VCs and MPs with competitive sizing can be constructed with the same amount of resources to build a NoC, all comparisons starting from Section IV will present the results with competitive sizing unless otherwise specified.

**Minimum sizing.** The most common flow control protocol on router-to-router links in an NoC is credit-based flow control, which uses credits to allow the upstream router to keep track of the storage availability in the input buffer of the downstream router. In order to guarantee minimal zero-load latency, this protocol imposes a constraint on the minimum size of the router input buffer, which should be at least equal to the round-trip-time (RTT) of one credit on the link. In the best case, the RTT is equal to two clock cycles, that is, \( Q_{\text{min}} = 2 \) (minimum sizing constraint) [4]. If we build the least expensive \( p \)-plane MP NoC that satisfies such requirement, the aggregated storage is \( S = 2 \times \sum_{v=1}^{p} B_v = 2 \times B \). Instead, for the corresponding VC NoCs the minimum aggregated storage becomes \( S = 2 \times v \times B \) because each virtual channel at each input port must satisfy the minimum sizing constraint. While longer buffers generally increase the maximum sustained throughput of an NoC, an application often need much less throughput. In these cases, longer buffers cause area and power overheads without providing a comparable improvement in the overall system performance. Under these conditions, an MP NoC with minimum sizing could potentially deliver enough performance while saving power and area with respect to an equivalent VC-based NoC.

**IV. ANALYTICAL MODEL**

We analyze the overhead of MPs and VCs with respect to the reference wormhole architecture under competitive sizing in terms of area and performance. First, we derive the relative area of each component at the microarchitecture level. Then, we analyze the impact on packet-transmission latency of MPs and VCs routers, which is critical to the performance of MP NoCs due to the narrower channel width.

**A. Microarchitectural Analysis**

Fig. 3(a) shows the block diagram of a classic \( M \)-port VC router for a 2-D Mesh network. Each input/output port is connected to a physical channel that has a data parallelism of \( B \) bits, which matches the flit size. In a VC router with \( v \) virtual channels each input port is equipped with: 1) a routing-logic block that determines the destination port for each packet based on the information contained in the head flit and the specific routing algorithm (e.g., XY routing); 2) a set of \( v \) buffers, each dedicated to one virtual channel; and 3) a VC control block that holds the state needed to coordinate the handling of the flits of the various packets. When a header flit arrives to an input port, a VC allocator arbitrates the matching between input and output virtual channels. After the arbitration, a switch allocator controls the matching between multiple input ports to one output port through the switching fabric. In a VC router, control wires need to be placed to send and receive the virtual channel identifier, whose size is proportional to \( \log_2 v \).

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>wormhole</th>
<th>MP</th>
<th>VC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Switching Fabric</td>
<td>((B \times M)^2)</td>
<td>((B \times M)^2/p)</td>
<td>((B \times M)^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch Allocator</td>
<td>(M^3)</td>
<td>(M^3/p)</td>
<td>(M^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC Allocator</td>
<td>(M^2\times v)</td>
<td>(M^2\times v/p)</td>
<td>(M^2\times v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Channel</td>
<td>(M^2\times v)</td>
<td>(M^2\times v/p)</td>
<td>(M^2\times v)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is a comparison among the reference wormhole routers, MPs with \( p \), and VCs with \( v \), each of which contains \( B \) input and output ports. A channel in a wormhole router contains a 2-Mesh control channel.

Fig. 3(b) shows the block diagram of an MP router that can be used on each plane of a multiplane 2-D Mesh NoC. The structure of this router is simpler than an equivalent VC router because it implements the basic wormhole flow control with a single queue per each input port and, therefore, does not need a VC allocator. In an MP NoC with \( p \) planes each router contains a switching fabric of size \((B \times M)^2/p\) and a local copy of a switch allocator equal to the one in the reference wormhole router. Further, a control channel is also required per plane to maintain flow control. Thus, the aggregated size of the switching fabrics is \((B \times M)^2/p \times p = (B \times M)^2\) and the aggregated size of the control channel and switch allocator are \(M^2 \times p \times x\) and \(M^2 \times p\), respectively.

Table II summarizes the area comparison between the MP and VC routers with respect to the reference wormhole router from the viewpoint of this analytical model. Note that the actual area of both MPs and VCs depends on the implementation details of each module and on the effectiveness of CAD tool optimization. For example, one can implement an area-efficient VC allocator by sacrificing the input-output virtual channel matching ratio as discussed in [28]. The analytical
model, however, illustrates some basic differences between the two micro-architectures: MPs benefit from smaller switching fabrics, while requiring additional switch allocators and control channels. VCs do not save any area with respect to the wormhole router, and need additional logic to implement the VC allocator. Note that the area of the network interfaces (NI) for both VCs and MPs is identical. If the NIs contain a separate buffer per virtual channel or plane with the same allocation scheme, that is, round-robin arbiters, the only differences between the VC and MP NIs consist in the logic that serializes a packet into multiple fits. However, we found that if the storage capacity in both NIs is the same then there is no area difference between these two interfaces.

Another important metric of comparison is the internal critical path, which may constrain the maximum clock frequency at which the router logic can operate, as well as the maximum transmission rate on a router-to-router link and the latency of the packets flowing through the router. In VC routers, the critical path always traverses the VC allocator because its logic must interact with all input and output virtual channels. Instead, an MP router does not have VC allocation logic, and therefore has a shorter critical path. As a result, MP routers can be clocked at higher frequencies than the corresponding VC routers.

**B. Latency Analysis**

Latency is a key performance metric for NoCs. Latency $T$ is the time required for a packet to traverse the network, and can be divided into head latency $T_h$, serialization latency $T_s$, time of flight on wires $T_w$, and contention latency $T_c$. In order to achieve a minimal latency, all components of the equation must be well balanced. For example, for a given bisection bandwidth $b$, a NoC with a Flatten Butterfly topology [20] uses more channels compared to a traditional 2-D-Mesh NoC. With more channels, a Flatten Butterfly reduces the head latency $T_h$ with low average hop count but increases serialization latency $T_s$ due to the limited bisection bandwidth: by rebalancing $T_h$ and $T_s$, it achieves low latency without sacrificing the network throughput. Similarly, for MP routers with $p = n$ the serialization latency $T_s$ becomes $n$ times bigger than the latencies for the reference wormhole and VC routers where $p = 1$. As discussed in Section V, however, MP routers can achieve a higher clock frequency, which will result to a shorter $T_c$.

For small or less-congested networks, $T_c$ strongly contributes to the total latency $T$ due to relatively small $T_h$ or $T_w$. However, when the congestion of the networks increases or the networks becomes large, $T_s$ and $T_c$ become dominant in the total latency (e.g., more than $T_h$). In this case, using higher clock frequency reduces not only $T_h$ but also $T_c$ by helping to reduced congestion in the routers. Thus, MPs allow NoC designers to rebalance $T_h$, $T_s$, and $T_c$ to optimize latency.

**V. SYNTHESIS-BASED ANALYSIS**

In order to compare the area occupation and the power dissipation of the two NoC architectures, we first synthesized routers for MPs and VCs starting from the NETMAKER library of router implementations [30] and using standard cells from an industrial library while scaling the technology process from 90 to 65 and 45 nm. To derive an optimal design of the wormhole router we augmented the NETMAKER library with the options of disabling the generation of the logic necessary to support virtual channels and of placing additional flip-flops on the switch allocator to keep track of input-output allocations. We verified the correctness of this design by running RTL and post-synthesis netlist simulations with the test-bench provided in the library.

We used a Synopsys design compiler for logic synthesis, and Cadence incisive simulation suite to capture the switching activity of the input ports of a router. Our simulation setup features a $2 \times 2$ 2-D-Mesh topology with a 0.4 offered traffic load (roughly the saturation throughput of 2-D-Mesh) under Uniform-Random Traffic (URT). Different from our previous work [12], we back-annotated the activity extracted from simulation into Synopsys PrimeTime PX to estimate the power dissipation.

For this analysis, we varied the number of virtual channels $v$ and physical planes $p$ in $\{1, 2, 4\}$, while keeping the same total amount storage $S$. To analyze the behavior of both MP and VC routers under different storage and channel-width constraints, we also varied $Q$ in $\{2, 4, 8, 16, 32\}$, and the channel width $B$ in $\{64, 128, 256\}$. Moreover, we synthesized each router with different target clock periods $T_{CLK}$. Specifically, starting from 2.8 ns we decreased $T_{CLK}$ by a 0.2 ns step until neither the MP nor the VC router could be successfully synthesized.

**A. Area Analysis**

Fig. 4 reports the area as function of $T_{CLK}$ with 45 nm technology node. For brevity, we do not report the results for

---

Fig. 4. Area occupation as function of target clock period ($B = 128, 45$ nm). (a) $S = 1024 (Q_{BU} = 8)$. (b) $S = 2048 (Q_{BU} = 16)$. (c) $S = 4096 (Q_{BU} = 32)$. 

---

3Contention latency $T_c$ depends on traffic injection behavior of the network and is hard to generalize without any traffic assumptions. Thus, instead of analyzing $T_c$, we present simulation results with various traffic patterns in Section VI.

4Notice that the results presented in this section can be applied with different sizes of 2-D-Mesh when normalized. As discussed in [12], the normalized results are sufficient to illustrate the behavior for larger $n = 2 \times 2$-Mesh NoCs. Different from the results in [12], here we present absolute numbers to show clear trends with respect to different target clock periods.
65 and 90 nm technologies because they follow a similar trend as 45 nm. Along with the total amount of storage $S$ in the capture of each sub-figure, we also provide the input-buffer depth of the baseline wormhole router $Q_{WH}$.

Independently from the technology node, as we lower $T_{CLK}$, the area of VC routers rapidly increases with respect to the corresponding MPs. This difference is due to the higher complexity of the logic implementing the scheduling and arbitration of the different queues inside the VC routers. To meet very low $T_{CLK}$ value the synthesis tool uses bigger gates that can switch quickly but also occupy more area.

Furthermore, after a rapid increment in the area occupation, VC routers become no longer synthesizable, while the equivalent MP routers still are. Since VC routers are more complex than MP routers, their internal critical path are typically longer, thus preventing implementations that can match the same low $T_{CLK}$ requirements as MP routers. Only after $T_{CLK}$ reaches a limit of $T_{CLK} = 0.8 \mu s$ (at 45 nm), MP routers experience a rapid increment in their area occupation as well, but this happens for $T_{CLK}$ values that are 25% smaller for $V = p = 2$ and 40% smaller when $v = p = 4$ (Fig. 4a).

When the total amount of storage is small, $Q_{WH} \leq 8$, the area occupation of MP routers is always lower than the equivalent VC routers at low $T_{CLK}$. For some configurations with $Q_{WH} \leq 8$, MP routers start from having bigger area than the equivalent VC routers for high $T_{CLK}$ but they eventually occupy less area as we decrease $T_{CLK}$. For longer queues i.e. $Q_{WH} \geq 16$, the area of MP routers is always worse than that of the equivalent VC routers under high $T_{CLK}$. As we decrease $T_{CLK}$, however, VC routers start occupying more area than MP routers and, eventually, they cannot even be synthesized for very low $T_{CLK}$.

In summary, when routers use short queues, MP routers are always smaller than VC routers and their area increases more linearly when varying $T_{CLK}$. This property is particularly interesting in the context of dynamic voltage-frequency scaling (DVFS) techniques. In fact, to fully support DVFS, every router should be designed for the lowest possible $T_{CLK}$ of the system. MP routers not only have a larger span of possible $T_{CLK}$ values, but also achieve low $T_{CLK}$ with smaller area penalty.

### B. Power Analysis

Fig. 5 shows power consumption versus $T_{CLK}$ of both VC and MP implementations at 45 nm. Again, for brevity, we do not report results for 65 and 90 nm technology nodes because the normalized power of MP and VC routers with respect to the reference wormhole routers is almost invariant across various $T_{CLK}$.

Differently from the area analysis, the total power of all routers tend to increase as we lower $T_{CLK}$ due to the power dissipation of the clock-tree, which accounts for the 62.2% of the total dissipated power at 45 nm. Similarly to the analysis of Section V-A, MP routers dissipate less power than the equivalent VC routers for low values of $T_{CLK}$ when $Q_{WH} \leq 8$. Instead, with deeper buffer depth, such as $Q_{WH} = 32$, MP routers dissipate more power with high $T_{CLK}$.

Although we did not show the results with 90 nm and 65 nm, the power differences between MP and VC routers are more significant in 45 nm than 90 nm and 65 nm due to the large leakage power that characterizes this technology. Furthermore, having large leakage power in 45 nm is also highly related to the different amount of logic gates in MP and VC routers. From our analyses, at 90 nm and 65 nm, the power dissipated by the clock-tree represents up to 85.6% of the total power under those technology nodes. Instead, as we scale the technology down to 45 nm, the contribution of leakage to the total power dissipation becomes more noticeable while, correspondingly, the portion of clock-tree power decreases to 62.2%.

In summary, the difference of power dissipation as function of $T_{CLK}$ between MP and VC NoCs is negligible with 65 and 90 nm technologies but becomes more relevant with the scaling of technology processes due to the impact of leakage power. Increasing the number of planes $p$ or virtual channel $v$ comes with a power overhead. With $Q_{WH} \leq 8$, MP routers dissipate equal, or less, power than the equivalent VC routers. Instead, when the amount of storage is higher, then VC routers generally have a lower power overhead. In that case, however, VC routers cannot be synthesized for low values of $T_{CLK}$.

### C. Analysis with Architectural Optimizations of VC Routers

In order to achieve higher clock frequencies, the logic controlling VC routers can be pipelined into multiple stages.
Figs. 4 and 5 also report results for 2-stage implementations of VC routers that allow us to compare them with the equivalent MP and 1-stage VC routers in terms of area occupation and power dissipation, respectively. In both analysis we scaled $T_{CLK}$ while using a 45 nm technology and setting $B = 128$. Shortening divides the internal critical path into multiple stages, the synthesis tool has more options to optimize the router for area and power. In fact, we can observe that 2-stage VC routers can be synthesized for lower $T_{CLK}$ than 1-stage VC routers and that in general they occupy less area. On the other hand, they do not necessarily outperform the equivalent MP routers. MP routers can still: 1) be synthesized at $T_{CLK}$ at which 2-stage VC routers cannot be synthesized, and 2) save area and power at low $T_{CLK}$ for small values of $Q_{WH}$. Furthermore, having an extra pipeline stage increases the head latency $H_1$ of the entire packet because it takes two clock cycles to process a flit in a 2-stage pipelined VC router. Hence, the equivalent MP routers perform better than the pipelined VC routers in terms of average latency. Another possible micro-architecture optimization proposed for VC routers is speculation. The purpose of pipeline speculation is to reduce the latency under low injection rate by reducing the effective number of pipeline stages [27]. Hence, it is not surprising that the synthesis results for speculative VC routers in terms of area, power, and $T_{CLK}$ are very similar to those presented for the non speculative VC routers (and are not included here for the sake of brevity).

D. Effect of Channel Width

To analyze the effect of changing the aggregated channel width $B$, we extended the studies of $B = 128$ to the cases of $B = 64$ and $B = 256$. For $B = 256$, the area and power overheads for MP routers are lower than those for $B = 64$ or $B = 128$. Since each plane contains a control channel implemented as a bundle of control wires, its associated overhead increases as the channel width narrows. Still, the main observations derived from the comparison between VC and MP routers in terms of both area occupation and power dissipation remain valid for the new values of $B$. Specifically, when targeting a low clock period $T_{CLK}$ across all three values of $B$, MP routers occupy less area if $Q_{WH} ≤ 16$ and dissipate less power if $Q_{WH} ≤ 8$.

E. Analysis with Minimum Sizing

For those systems where the connectivity is more critical than the throughput, designers might want to place the minimum amount of buffers per input port in order to save area and power. In such systems, having VC routers may not be as area- and power-efficient as having MP routers with minimum buffer size, as anticipated in Section III, this motivates us to compare MPs to VCs under minimum sizing.

Table III shows the area and power normalized to the reference wormhole router under minimum sizing ($Q = 2$). $T_{CLK}$ is set to the lowest possible value at which all VCs and MPs are synthesizable, i.e. 1 ns for 45 nm, and 1.6 ns for 65 and 90 nm. From Table III(a), the area overhead introduced by MP routers is smaller than 38%, while the overhead for an equivalent VC router varies between 56 and 121%. When we increase the MPs and VCs to four the overhead is 83% and 179 – 422% respectively. From Table III(b), the power overhead of MP routers with $p = 2$ and $p = 4$ is less than 20% and varies between 17% and 66%, respectively. Instead, the equivalent VC routers dissipate 58 – 86% and 211 – 306% more than the reference wormhole router.

F. Synthesis Analysis with FPGA

We also conducted experiments that compare VCs and MPs under competitive sizing with the NOCEM toolkit [31] and an FPGA synthesis tool chain. The differences between NETMAKER and NOCEM are summarized in Table IV. Note that we used NETMAKER for the synthesis with ASIC design flows because it provides more flexibility in configuring the NoC parameters. However, for the synthesis with FPGA design tools, using NOCEM is more appropriate in terms of RTL design and synthesis tool support. We use the Xilinx ISE framework to analyze FPGA-based implementations targeting the Xilinx XC6VLX75T FPGA. To measure the router area we counted the number of used LUTs.

Fig. 6 shows the normalized area and delay of the critical path with respect to the reference wormhole router. Fig. 6(a) shows that MP routers occupy less area than the equivalent VC routers, when the total amount of storage $S$ is small. Finally, Fig. 6(b), shows that an MP router with $p = 4$ planes can run at a clock frequency that is 18 to 35% higher than a VC router with $v = 4$. These results are consistent with the results based on standard-cell libraries discussed in previous subsections: they confirm that across different platforms such as FPGA and ASIC there exist interesting design trade-offs between MP and VC as we vary the aggregated amount of storage $S$.

G. Summary

Based on competitive sizing, we find that MP networks scale better than the equivalent VC networks in terms of power dissipations and area occupations, with different technologies, target platforms, and microarchitectural optimizations. When routers use short queues, MP routers are smaller and dissipate less power than VC routers. Furthermore, MPs scale more linearly than VCs in terms of area and power when varying the target clock period, which is interesting in the context of DVFS techniques.

MPs are a power-efficient solution whenever providing basic connectivity among components is more important than optimizing the average latency and effective throughput. Under minimum sizing, MPs have 18–83% less area overhead, and 38–66% less power overhead with respect to the baseline wormhole router. Using MP networks, however, is not always the best solution to design power-efficient NoCs. VC networks occupy less area and dissipate less power when the target clock period is high, the technology is less advanced, and/or when routers

---

**TABLE IV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NETMAKER</th>
<th>NOCEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDL</td>
<td>SystemVerilog</td>
<td>VHDL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low-level flow control</td>
<td>credit-based</td>
<td>on/off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>router pipelining support</td>
<td>2-stage</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>router speculation support</td>
<td>default</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>routing-lockahead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>target platform</td>
<td>ASIC</td>
<td>FPGA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Since results with different channel widths show similar behaviors to Fig. 4 and 5, here we only summarize the results for the sake of brevity.
use long queues. Furthermore, as discussed in Sections VI and VII, VC networks sometimes perform better than MP in terms of average latency and effective bandwidth. Therefore, NoC designers should choose carefully between MPs and VCs based on the given system requirements.

VI. SYSTEM-LEVEL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We developed an event-driven simulator that includes a detailed model of NoC components, such as routers and network interfaces, using the omnet++ framework [32]. We ran open-loop simulations with synthetic traffic patterns considering only the steady-state data collected over multiple runs. We considered 4 × 4 and 8 × 8 2-D meshes and 16-node spidergon, a well-known NoC composed by a ring enriched by cross-links that connect facing cores [33]. For both MP and VC NoCs, we used the well-known XY routing in the 2-D-Mesh, while for the Spidergon NoC we used the Across-First routing algorithm, which first forwards the flits along the cross links and then along the channels of the ring. Since VCs may be pipelined to support a low TIR [35], all routers in both MP and VC NoCs are implemented with a 3-stage pipeline.

We performed a system-level comparative analysis of VC and MP NoCs using four synthetic traffic patterns which allow us to study the network behavior under specific stress conditions: uniform random traffic (URT), Tornado, Transpose, and 4-HotSpot. While the traffic under URT is uniformly distributed among all routers of a NoC, the traffic under Transpose stresses a limited number of hotspot channels with 2-D-Mesh and XY Routing. Moreover, we also include 4-HotSpot and Tornado because they are median traffic patterns between URT and Transpose. Specifically, 4-HotSpot is similar to URT but the randomness is limited to four nodes placed in the center of the Mesh, while in Tornado destinations are predefined for each source but, differently from Transpose, it is concentrated in the center of the network.

We set the channel width of the reference wormhole router to B = 256, and partition B equally among the number of planes of the MP NoCs (e.g., 64 bits per plane with p = 4). The size of a packet is fixed to 1024 bits. Thus, a total of

\[
B = 256, \quad \frac{B}{p} \text{ equal partitions of B among the planes, and } \frac{B}{256} \times \frac{B}{256} = 4 \text{ virtual channels.}
\]

A. Throughput

Fig. 7 shows the maximum sustained throughput computed as the minimum load that causes the packet-delivery time to become unstable and increase toward infinity. The values are normalized with respect to the performance of the reference wormhole NoC on a 4 × 4 2-D-Mesh for the case of competitive sizing of the router queues. In order to obtain a unique reference value that summarizes the performance of the system, we averaged the normalized throughput across different input-buffer sizes. Clearly both VCs and MPs improve the maximum sustained throughput from 17 to 45%, depending on the traffic pattern. VCs improve the performance of wormhole because they reduce the negative impact of head-of-line (HoL) blocking through the multiple queues used on each input port. HoL happens when a header flit gets blocked in a router after losing a channel contention with another packet. VCs enable the interleaving of flits from multiple packets to access the shared physical channel [34]. Hence, when a packet is blocked and cannot advance, the flits of another packet, potentially waiting on a second VC, can be forwarded along the channel that otherwise would have remained idle.

MPs parallelize the forwarding of the packets on multiple physical networks and reduce the negative effects of the head latency \( T_h \) (Section IV-B). When \( T_h \) is large, it becomes dominant in the delivery of the packet. By using multiple planes, multiple headers can be processed in parallel, thereby speeding up the forwarding of packets and, in turn, the system throughput. Hence, MPs are particularly suited for traffic patterns that do not show much contention but rather a few hot-spot channels.

To highlight the differences in the maximum sustained throughput between the MP and VC NoCs, we define the throughput improvement ratio (TIR) as

\[
\text{TIR} = 1 - \frac{\text{Th}(\text{MP})}{\text{Th}(\text{VC})},
\]

where \( \text{Th}(\text{VC}) \) is the maximum sustained throughput of a VC NoC with \( v \) virtual channels, and \( \text{Th}(\text{MP}) \) the throughput of

\[\text{Note that the experiments in this section are designed to measure theoretical limits, not to reflect the behavior of MP and VC in many real systems. As a more practical example, however, in Section VII we present experimental results for the case study of a Chip Multiprocessor.}\]

\[\text{Work 2-D-Mesh and } XY \text{ routing, the channels from (0, 1) to (0, 0) and from (1, 2) to (3, 3) are the most contended channels of the network.}\]

\[\text{Note that performance is not related to the channel width B but the number of flits per packet. Therefore, results with } B = 256 \text{ are essentially equivalent to the results with } B = 32, \text{ if they have the same number of flits per packet.}\]
MP NoC with \( p \) planes. When \( \text{TIR} > 0 \), a VC NoC provides better maximum sustained throughput than the equivalent MP NoC, while the opposite is true for \( \text{TIR} < 0 \).

Fig. 8(a) compares the values of TIR for different traffic patterns and NoC configurations. Under URT, VC NoCs outperform MP NoCs up to 20% for all configurations. URT does not generate hot-spot channels but it stresses the interconnect in a fairly uniform way. Thus, URT favors VCs over MPs because the packets traversing the interconnect can often avoid the contention penalties by exploiting the multiple independent queues that are dynamically assigned by the routers each time they process a head-flit. On the other hand, MPs are not suited for URT traffic because packets are forwarded along planes which are selected by the source NI and do not change until final delivery. MPs outperform VCs by up to the 30% for Transpose and Tornado traffic patterns, the reason behind this gain is the way these two traffic patterns stress the interconnect. Considering a 4 \( \times \) 4 Mesh under Transpose, all cores of the Row 0 send data to specific cores located on Column 0. Hence, the input channel of the router \( r_{0,0} \) (located in the top left corner of the mesh), contended by three flows of data. By splitting the flows across multiple planes, the headers of the flits can be processed in parallel by \( r_{0,0} \), thus improving the system throughput. With 4-Hotspot, contention occurs only in the rows and columns located in the middle of the mesh where all flows of data are directed. Thus, the average number of contention is lower than in the case of URT but still higher than in the cases of Tornado and Transpose. As a consequence the TIR for this traffic pattern is higher for the VCs but lower than the one of URT.

Fig. 8(a) also shows the effect of changing queue sizes on the performance of MP and VC NoCs. In particular, by increasing the total storage \( S \) the performance of the two architectures improves in different ways. In the case of URT and 4-HotSpot traffic patterns, increasing \( S \) for the VC NoC has diminishing returns. That is, MPs are better handling much contention generated by these traffic patterns because they have longer queues than VCs. On the other hand, in Transpose and Tornado, the performance improvement of MPs is not strictly bounded to the queue size but to the number of planes in NoCs, thus increasing \( S \) has less impact on TIR than the other traffic patterns.

Fig. 8(b) shows the TIR under 8 \( \times \) 8 2-D-Mesh. The main difference from 4 \( \times \) 4 NoC discussed above is the performance of the MP NoC under the hot-spot traffic pattern. Here, by scaling the system from 16 to 64 nodes, more source cores send packets to the same number of destinations. This generates regular flows of data directed to the center of the mesh whose central channels become very contended. This scenario is favorable to MP NoCs, which present improved performance and TIR.

Fig. 8(c) reports the TIR for the 16-nodes Spidergon. Due to the different topology, the destination of each source in the Transpose traffic is very similar to that in Tornado traffic under the 4 \( \times \) 4 mesh; thus, the TIR results of both Tornado and Transpose for the 16-nodes Spidergon are similar to the ones presented in Fig. 8(a).

In summary, the input buffer depth and the contention patterns determine the differences of maximum sustained throughput in VC and MP NoCs. For traffic patterns with some specific contention spots, such as Tornado and Transpose, MPs provide better maximum sustained throughput than VCs. Instead, VCs perform better than MPs in URT and 4-Hotspot, but this performance gap can be reduced by placing more buffers in the MP NoCs.

**B. Latency**

Fig. 9 reports NoC latency as function of the offered load for different amounts of total storage \( S \) (specifically, \( S = 1024 \) with \( Q_{\text{UR}} = 4 \) and \( S = 32768 \) with \( Q_{\text{UR}} = 32 \)) and traffic patterns. We chose URT and Transpose for the comparison because they stress the network in opposite ways and, therefore, show different behaviors when using MPs and VCs. The differences in the maximum sustained throughput between \( Q_{\text{UR}} = 4 \) in Fig. 9(a) and \( Q_{\text{UR}} = 32 \) in Fig. 9(b) are much more significant than the corresponding throughput differences between Fig. 9(c) and (d). This confirms that a NoC with
large amount of storage $S$ gives a better maximum sustained throughput for URT, but has little effect for Transpose.

C. Impact of Minimum Sizing

Fig. 10 shows the latency graph with the Transpose traffic under minimum sizing with $Q = 2$: here, VC NoCs perform better than the equivalent MP NoCs in terms of both maximum sustained throughput and average latency of all offered loads. However, notice that the total amount of storage to build a VC NoC with $v$ virtual channels under minimum sizing is exactly $v$ times more than that of the equivalent MP NoC.

If we consider not only the performance but also the amount of total storage, building VC NoCs under minimum sizing becomes very inefficient in terms of performance improvement per unit of storage. Although VC NoCs with large $Q$, such as $Q = 8$ and $Q = 32$, use larger amount of storage, they provide a worse maximum sustained throughput than the equivalent MP NoCs with Tornado and Transpose.

In summary, using MPs instead of VCs gives the opportunity to save the total amount of storage of the network and to increase the maximum sustained throughput for the traffic patterns that do not present excessive random behaviors.

VII. Case Study: Shared-Memory CMPs

We completed full-system simulations for two case studies: 16-core and 64-core CMPs running with the Linux operating system. The two CMPs feature a complex distributed shared memory hierarchy with L1 and L2 private caches and four/eight on-chip memory controllers. We implemented a directory-based cache coherence protocol similar to the one used in the work of Peh et al. [35]. To avoid message-dependent deadlock issues (also called protocol deadlock), a typical directory-based cache coherence protocol defines a set of message classes used to manage the distributed state of the memory hierarchy. To ensure the correctness of the system, the delivery of any message belonging to a specific class must be orthogonal to the status of the network regarding the other message classes [11]. In such a scenario, VCs and MPs are two alternative techniques to provide the message-class isolation.

A. Experimental Methodology

We used Virtutech Simics [36] with the GEMS toolset [37], augmented with garnet, a detailed cycle-accurate NoC model that provides support for modeling packet-switched NoC pipelined routers with either wormhole or virtual channel flow controls [38]. We extended garnet to accommodate the modeling of heterogeneous multilane NoCs with different flit sizes per plane and to support on-chip directory caches.
named MP with baseline VC NoC, we consider two MP NoC configurations. The flit width, which also class has a distinct virtual channel, is used as the baseline. Thus, a total of we did in the two previous analyses of Section V and VI. networks, we cannot use the reference wormhole router as of channels and queues to each message type. From an NoC design viewpoint this translates into assigning a separate set to all possible message classes in the network. From an NoC perspective this corresponds to assigning a separate set to each of the four possible message classes to avoid message-dependent deadlock without introducing a severe serialization latency penalty, the values are normalized with respect to the corresponding values for the baseline VC NoC configuration. The latency is measured from the time the head flit departs from the source to the time the tail of the packet arrives at the destination and includes the serialization latency (the flits are queued into the network interface right after identifying the coherent status of L2-cache block).

Fig. 12 shows that both MP and MP achieve worse performance in terms of average latency than the baseline VC NoC. This additional delay is mainly due to the higher serialization latency, which dominates the contention latency. In fact, the analysis of the traffic load shows that on average less than 5% of the channels are used on each clock cycle during the simulations of all benchmarks. This low load is due to the limited miss rate of the L2 caches that in the experiments remains always below 1%. In this scenario MP cannot exploit their parallel packet-processing capabilities while suffering and the total number of injected packets per message class.

Notice that this heterogeneous partitioning does not change the total amount of storage; total amount of storage for both MP and MP is equal to their homogeneous counterparts. Table VI reports the plane assignment for each message class together with the message size expressed both in bits and in the number of flits that are necessary when this message is transferred on a plane of the MP NoCs. For example, a DATA message, which consists of a cache line of 512 bits and an address of 64 bits, is transmitted as a worm of 18 flits on Plane 2, whose flit width is $B_2 = 32$. Notice that the same message incurs a much smaller serialization latency when transmitted as a sequence of 9 flits on the baseline VC NoC, whose flit width is $B_{VC} = 64$ bits. Similarly, a REQ message, which consists of 64 bits, requires 8 flits to be transmitted on Plane 0 of either MP or MP, but only one flit on the baseline VC NoC. Both the baseline VC and the two MP NoCs use 5-stage pipelined routers with credit-based flow control.

### B. Experimental Results

The bar diagrams in Fig. 12 reports the average flit latency that was measured on the 16- and 64-core CMPs for the two MP NoC configurations. The values are normalized with respect to the baseline VC NoC as follows: $B_0 = B_1 = 8$ bits for Plane 0 and 1, $B_2 = 32$ bits for Plane 2, and $B_3 = 16$ bits for Plane 3. Since the goal is to assign a distinct plane to each of the four possible message classes to avoid message-dependent deadlock without introducing a severe serialization latency penalty, the values of this partitioning are chosen based on our knowledge of the size and the total number of injected packets per message class.

To find the best partitioning, we first run simulations with the baseline VC NoC to retrieve the total number of bits transferred per each message class per second. Based on the simulations, the data transfer ratio of different message classes is approximately 1:1:3:2, and we use this information to partition the heterogeneous.

Notice that Garnet does not model the head/tail flits of a worm.

### Table VI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message Class</th>
<th>From → To</th>
<th>Size (bits)</th>
<th>MP Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REQ</td>
<td>Cache → Mem</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWI</td>
<td>Mem → Cache</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA</td>
<td>Mem → Cache</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>2 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>Cache → Mem</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>2 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[64,576]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>[1,18]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12. Normalized average latency results for 16- and 64-core CMP systems. (a) 16-core. (b) 64-core.
from the increased serialization latency; hence, they have a worse performance than the baseline VC NoC.

On the other hand, the analysis of the average latency shows that the heterogeneous channel partitioning is a powerful technique to optimize the performance of the MP NoCs. By prioritizing more important message classes (e.g., by assigning wider planes) we measured that the average packet serialization overhead introduced by heterogeneous MPs is 15% to 30% shorter than the overhead of homogeneous MP NoCs.

As we scale from 16-core to 64-core systems, the performance differences in terms of average latency become smaller. If we compare the normalized result of MP4 in Fig. 12(a) to that in Fig. 12(b), the performance degradation of MP4 with respect to the baseline VC NoC is reduced from 32.17% to 19.26%. For MP16, it is also reduced from 13.37% to 8.55%.

Fig. 13 shows the normalized execution time of two MP NoC configurations with respect to the baseline VC NoC on the 16- and 64-core CMPs. The results confirm that the average communication latency of a NoC does not fully characterize the real performance of a complex CMP. In fact, the system performance depends also on all the other system components such as cores, caches, and off-chip memory, and the performance degradation caused by MPs contributes only to a small portion of the entire application execution time (i.e., the NoC is not a bottleneck of the system). This fact is clearly visible in the figure where for some benchmarks the two MP NoC configurations show a smaller execution time than the reference VC NoC. This is due to the fact that the synchronization overhead among multiple cores can vary when using different networks. In particular, because conventional locks and semaphores synchronize by polling on specific memory locations, the number of instructions executed by a program can change when altering its NoC architecture.

For the configurations where MP NoCs outperform the baseline interconnect (i.e., cholesky), we find that the total number of instructions executed by the simulated processors is also reduced. Moreover, in the configurations where the baseline VC significantly outperforms the MP NoCs (i.e., raytrace), the number of instructions executed by the simulated cores has also a significant impact on the total application execution time.

On the other hand, the MP NoCs can offer some interesting design points if we combine these results with the area and power results in Section V. Under competitive sizing, MP NoCs dissipate 8% more power and present 13.37 and 8.55% of performance degradation for 16- and 64-core respectively, with 13% of area saving, compared to the baseline VC NoC. Under minimum sizing, the performance degradation grows to 31.27 and 19.26%, respectively, but MP NoCs save over 70% in both area occupation and power dissipation. Furthermore, if one considers the total execution time instead of the average communication latency as the main performance metric, the benefits of MP NoCs become even more significant: MP NoC with competitive sizing present only 7.42 and 7.37% slow-down with 16- and 64-core CMPs, respectively, while 10.90% and 17.02% performance degradations are obtained with minimum sizing.

VIII. Future Work

We sketch here some important topics of future research that go beyond the scope of this paper.

Path Adaptivity. This property refers to the ability of a router to dynamically adapt the path of a packet according to the current status of the network. When the router detects that an output port is congested, it dynamically changes the routing policy so that following packets can avoid the blocked channel [41]. Path adaptivity relies on the extensive use of virtual channels because they can be used to implement refined solutions for deadlock avoidance or recovery. Instead, a possible option to investigate for MP NoCs is the use of adaptive techniques such as the turn model, which introduce a certain degree of routing flexibility without using virtual channels [4].

Channel/Plane Allocation Adaptivity. In VC NoCs, when a packet arrives at a router, the output virtual channel of the packet is selected among multiple possible ones to maximize the utilization of the output ports. In MP NoCs, instead, a packet cannot change its plane once allocated by the network interface. Hence, to dynamically distribute the traffic across the planes of the MP NoC, it is necessary to study more sophisticated interfaces which account for the current status of the network or use scheduling algorithms like iSlip [4].

Traffic Adaptivity. The number of VCs can be adjusted based on contention if their buffers can be shared [18], [19]. For light traffic, having many VCs with shorter queues is more efficient than having a few VCs with deeper queues, while the opposite is true for heavy traffic.
The buffers in each input port of a router can be different in size to optimize performance [42]. Furthermore, if buffers can be shared across all input ports in a router, the buffer depth can be dynamically adjusted for both VCs and MPs [43]. Since most systems are known to exploit non-random behaviors [44], comparing VC and MP routers implemented with these techniques with bursty traffic patterns can give an interesting perspective on traffic adaptivity.

Fault Tolerance. The tolerance to temporary and permanent faults in the NoC components is an issue of growing importance for complex SoCs [45].

VC renaming is a technique to support fault-tolerance across different virtual channels [46]. With VC renaming, the number of VCs recognized by a network (e.g. the routers and NIs) can be larger than the number of physical queues used to implement them. This solution is particularly effective when VCs are used to partition incompatible traffic patterns (e.g. for deadlock avoidance reasons) but is limited to handle faults that occur in VC components. Instead, MP NoCs offer additional fault-tolerance options: e.g. the network interfaces can avoid routing packets to a plane with faulty routers and/or links by choosing a different plane. Since all planes are completely separated from one another, MP NoCs can tolerate faults caused by links, crossbars, and switch allocators.

IX. CONCLUSION

We presented a comparative analysis of NoC implementations based on virtual channels (VCs) versus multiple physical (MP) networks. Our analysis included an exploration of the design space considering area occupation, target clock period, and power dissipation, as well as system-level performance metrics such as average latency and maximum sustained throughput.

We found many interesting design points by comparing VC to MP NoCs. When the total amount of storage is limited such that $Q_{max}$ ≤ 8, we showed that MP routers save more area and dissipate less power than VC routers. MP routers manage to meet a very low target clock period, and can be instantiated with a minimal amount of storage. Although VC routers dissipate less power than MP routers when the total amount of storage is large, MP routers may save more power than VC routers with smaller buffer sizes. Further, the benefits given by MP routers increase with technology scaling.

We showed that both VCs and MPs improve the performance of a reference wormhole router and that the benefits given by VC and MP NoCs depend on the traffic pattern generated by the system. Under a high offered load, when the traffic introduces well-distributed contention, VC NoCs yield better maximum sustained throughput and average latency than MP NoCs. Instead, when the traffic pattern generates hotspots in the NoC channels MP NoCs provide area-efficient solutions with better maximum sustained throughput.

We also compared MP and VC NoCs by simulating 16- and 64-core CMPs with various application benchmarks. Overall VC NoCs perform better than MPs in terms of both average latency and execution time. However, with the heterogeneous partitioning based on the frequency of each message class, we demonstrated that the serialization penalty introduced by MP NoC may not be as significant as expected.

In terms of power-performance efficiency, we showed that MP NoCs under competitive sizing provide reasonable trade-offs between performance and power. However, since the minimum possible amount of storage in MP NoCs is much less than that of VC NoCs, MP NoCs under minimum sizing can provide performance-per-watt efficient solutions for low-throughput applications. As the total number of nodes in a system increases, we also demonstrated that the effect of packet serialization on the average latency becomes less significant due to the large average hop count.

If implemented with shared storage, VC NoCs can dynamically adjust the number of virtual channels in the input port of a router. This dynamic adjustment may provide good opportunity for performance optimization based on traffic behavior. Instead, this feature is hard to implement in a MP NoC without introducing a complex physical adjustment of the MP routers.

Since the contention rate in MP NoCs is determined not only by the traffic patterns but also by the plane allocation-policy in the network interfaces, more work is needed to design intelligent plane allocation algorithms. Moreover, by exploiting the redundancy introduced by having multiple parallel networks, MP NoCs may provide a robust network infrastructure when controlled by an intelligent fault-tolerance policy.

Finally, the potential benefits of using MPs includes heterogeneous partitioning, where some planes can be dedicated to efficient data transfers while others can be dedicated to control tasks, such as to dynamically manage computation and storage resources in heterogeneous multicores SoCs, for example, to implement integrated fine-grain power-management policies.
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